Introduction {#section1-1533034617705716}
============

Onboard tumor localization is an essential component of image-guided radiation therapy. Accurate tumor localization allows adequate dose coverage of the tumor and better spares normal tissues from the radiation. Tumor localization can generally be categorized into 2 categories: pretreatment localization for patient setup correction and intratreatment localization for continuous tumor monitoring. Currently, there are multiple techniques that enable onboard localization, including 2D radiography imaging,^[@bibr1-1533034617705716]^ cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) imaging,^[@bibr2-1533034617705716],[@bibr3-1533034617705716]^ digital tomosynthesis (DTS) imaging,^[@bibr4-1533034617705716][@bibr5-1533034617705716][@bibr6-1533034617705716]--[@bibr7-1533034617705716]^ and electromagnetic transponder-based global positioning system (GPS)-tracking.^[@bibr8-1533034617705716],[@bibr9-1533034617705716]^ Among these techniques, the transponder-based GPS-tracking can provide fast and continuous tumor localization. However, the transponder needs to be implanted into the patient for tracking, which is invasive and potentially subject to the problem of transponder migration. Two-dimensional radiography--based localization uses a planar image acquired from a single angle with overlaying anatomical structures. The lack of 3D information limits its accuracy in localizing anatomical structures, especially soft tissues that include the tumors. In contrast, CBCT images provide fully 3D volumetric information of anatomical structures and are often treated as the standard of practice for pretreatment tumor localization. However, CBCT is not suitable for intratreatment verification due to its long scanning time, limited mechanical clearance, and high imaging dose. Specifically, CBCT acquisition takes around 1 minute. Taking multiple CBCTs for intratreatment tumor localization will increase the total treatment time substantially. Studies showed that intratreatment motion increases with treatment time.^[@bibr10-1533034617705716]^ Therefore, the increase of treatment time caused by CBCT scans leads to more intratreatment motion, which defeats the purpose of intratreatment localization. The long acquisition time also prohibits the use of CBCT imaging to continuously localize the tumor with high temporal resolution (preferably within seconds). In addition, CBCT requires a full scan angle, which may not be mechanically cleared when treating a tumor in the peripheral region.^[@bibr4-1533034617705716]^ Last, as CBCT imaging introduces much higher dose than traditional radiography (can be as high as ∼3 cGy),^[@bibr11-1533034617705716]^ frequent CBCT imaging may increase the risk of secondary cancers with accumulated imaging dose.^[@bibr12-1533034617705716]^

Digital tomosynthesis is a technique^[@bibr13-1533034617705716][@bibr14-1533034617705716]--[@bibr15-1533034617705716]^ revitalized in recent years that reconstructs quasi 3D images from a limited-angle only scan ([Figure 1](#fig1-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}). Compared to 2D radiography, DTS contains 3D anatomical information for better soft tissue localization. Compared to CBCT, DTS enjoys several major advantages for intratreatment tumor localization^[@bibr16-1533034617705716]^: (1) DTS acquisition may only take around 5 seconds for a 30° scan. Therefore, DTS imaging can be used multiple times throughout the treatment for intratreatment localization with minimal interruption of the treatment; (2) DTS can be reconstructed from limited-angle projections acquired during an arc treatment delivery to provide real-time intra-arc tumor localization. This allows continuous monitoring of potential tumor drift with a high temporal resolution to minimize the treatment errors; and (3) since DTS imaging only requires a very limited scan angle, it is less prone to mechanical clearance issues for intratreatment verification as compared to CBCT imaging. In addition to the 3 main advantages listed above, DTS also has less imaging dose than CBCT due to the less number of projections acquired for reconstruction.

![The acquisition scheme for CBCT and DTS. The CBCT is reconstructed from projections covering a full scan angle. The DTS image is reconstructed from limited-angle projections. CBCT indicates cone-beam computed tomography; DTS, digital tomosynthesis.](10.1177_1533034617705716-fig1){#fig1-1533034617705716}

In this study, we developed a DTS technique that enables pretreatment and intratreatment localization of lung tumors. For lung cancer treatment, tumor localization is challenging due to the lung respiratory motion. Respiratory motion--induced blurriness in DTS images can potentially increase tumor localization errors. Recently, there are studies developing respiratory-correlated 4D-DTS to capture the tumor motion trajectory, which can improve the localization accuracy for moving tumors.^[@bibr17-1533034617705716][@bibr18-1533034617705716][@bibr19-1533034617705716]--[@bibr20-1533034617705716]^ However, the acquisition of 4D-DTS requires longer scan time and higher imaging dose. In addition, under limited-angle sampling, the DTS images usually lack sufficient depth information along the direction perpendicular to gantry rotation, which also limits the tumor localization accuracy . To address both issues, this study investigates the clinical feasibility of an orthogonal-view phase-matched digital tomosynthesis (OV-PMDTS) technique for lung tumor localization. The OV-PMDTS technique proposes to acquire projections from orthogonally arranged scan angles to improve the depth information in reconstructed DTS images, an idea that also has been explored in our previous studies developing an advanced deformation-based CBCT estimation technique.^[@bibr16-1533034617705716],[@bibr21-1533034617705716]^ In addition, it incorporates phase-matching, a technique^[@bibr7-1533034617705716]^ recently developed to improve moving tumor localization accuracy, which was preliminarily validated by phantom studies.

This article presents the first clinical study to evaluate the tumor localization accuracy of OV-PMDTS. The accuracy of single-view and conventional DTS without phase-matching was also evaluated for comparison. In addition, a preliminary study that uses aggregated intratreatment kV and MV projections for OV-PMDTS imaging was also performed to evaluate its clinical feasibility for intratreatment verification during the treatment delivery.

Materials and Methods {#section2-1533034617705716}
=====================

Single-View DTS and Orthogonal-View DTS {#section3-1533034617705716}
---------------------------------------

Due to limited-angle sampling, DTS images usually lack sufficient depth information, which can potentially lead to tumor localization errors in the depth direction.^[@bibr22-1533034617705716]^ In this study, we evaluated an orthogonal-view projection acquisition scheme for DTS. In contrast to the single-view acquisition (where all projections are acquired around a single direction), the orthogonal-view acquisition splits the total DTS scan angle into 2 orthogonally arranged directions ([Figure 2](#fig2-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}). With this approach, the total scan angle remains the same for similar imaging dose. However, the complementary information from the orthogonal directions can potentially contribute to better tumor localization accuracy.

![A, The single-view DTS that is reconstructed by limited-angle projections from a single direction. B, The proposed orthogonal-view DTS that acquires complementary projections from orthogonal directions for reconstruction to improve the depth information. Note that the scan angle in (B) is halved at each scan direction to achieve the same total scan angle as (A). DTS indicates digital tomosynthesis.](10.1177_1533034617705716-fig2){#fig2-1533034617705716}

Conventional DTS and PMDTS {#section4-1533034617705716}
--------------------------

### General DTS localization scheme {#section5-1533034617705716}

The conventional DTS and the PMDTS are different in their DTS localization schemes. Before introducing the details of their differences, the general DTS localization scheme is briefly introduced below.

For DTS-based tumor localization, 2 DTS sets are needed: onboard digital tomosynthesis (OBDTS) and reference digital tomosynthesis (RDTS). Onboard digital tomosynthesis is the DTS acquired after setting the patient up on the treatment couch, thus it represents the patient setup position. Reference digital tomosynthesis is the DTS synthesized from the reference computed tomography (RCT), which represents the patient planning position. A rigid registration between OBDTS and RDTS will localize the tumor and identify the tumor's onboard misalignment for setup correction ([Figure 3](#fig3-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}). Note that the direct registration between the OBDTS and RCT images is not recommended for tumor localization. It is because the structure distortions in OBDTS from limited-angle sampling do not exist in RCT images and this mismatch leads to errors in RCT-to-OBDTS registration.^[@bibr23-1533034617705716]^

![Localization scheme of DTS: a RDTS is synthesized from the RCT and registered to the onboard DTS for tumor localization. Each DRR is projected to match the corresponding OBP based on the same imaging geometry. DRR indicates digitally reconstructed radiograph; RDTS, reference digital tomosynthesis; OBP, onboard projection; RCT, reference computed tomography.](10.1177_1533034617705716-fig3){#fig3-1533034617705716}

In detail, RDTS is synthesized from RCT through a 2-step approach: first, the RCT image is used to project the digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) using Siddon's ray-casting algorithm,^[@bibr24-1533034617705716]^ to match the onboard projection (OBP) acquisition process. For each OBP, a DRR image is projected with the same imaging geometry as the OBP; second, the projected limited-angle DRRs are reconstructed to the RDTS image, which is equivalent to reconstructing the limited-angle OBPs to the OBDTS image. As a result, the synthesized RDTS image contains the same anisotropic resolution feature (structure distortion) as the OBDTS image from limited-angle sampling. The matched structure distortion renders the registration between RDTS and OBDTS easier and more accurate for tumor localization.^[@bibr23-1533034617705716]^

### Differences between conventional DTS and PMDTS {#section6-1533034617705716}

The PMDTS technique was developed to improve the localization of mobile lung tumors. Compared to the localization of static tumors, the localization of lung tumors is more challenging due to the respiration-associated motion. The periodic respiratory motion can be viewed as a combination of respiratory phases during each breathing cycle. Each phase is semistatic, and motion exists in between the phases. The acquired lung OBDTS is usually blurred by the respiratory motion occurred during imaging, as the image acquisition process contains multiple respiratory phases. Consequently, it is preferable to synthesize a corresponding RDTS containing the same respiratory phases, to match with the motion blurriness in OBDTS to improve the registration accuracy for better tumor localization. However, conventional DTS technique^[@bibr5-1533034617705716],[@bibr22-1533034617705716]^ only synthesizes a conventional RDTS from a 3D RCT set such as the average intensity projection (AIP) or the maximum intensity projection (MIP)^[@bibr25-1533034617705716]^ to register with the OBDTS. Since 3D RCT sets do not preserve the detailed motion information, the synthesized RDTS will lose respiratory phase information contained in the OBDTS. The unmatched respiratory phase information causes potential tumor appearance mismatches between OBDTS and RDTS, leading to registration errors.

In contrast, the proposed phase-matching technique^[@bibr7-1533034617705716]^ manages to solve this issue through matching the phase information between RDTS and OBDTS. Instead of using conventional 3D RCT sets such as AIP and MIP, it uses the respiratory-phase-resolved 4-dimensional reference computed tomography (4D-RCT)^[@bibr26-1533034617705716][@bibr27-1533034617705716]--[@bibr28-1533034617705716]^ set for RDTS synthesis. The synthesized RDTS, called phase-matched RDTS (PMRDTS), is reconstructed from DRRs with phases matched to OBPs. In detail, the phase-matching technique first identifies the respiratory phases of all OBPs acquired for OBDTS reconstruction. According to the identified respiratory phase, a corresponding subvolume of 4D-RCT at the same respiratory phase is selected. This specific phase volume of 4D-RCT is then used to project a corresponding DRR (phase-matched DRR) to the OBP, at the same respiratory phase and with the same imaging geometry ([Figure 4](#fig4-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}). Through this process, the OBPs' motion information, represented by varying respiratory phases, is preserved in the phase-matched DRRs. Reference digital tomosynthesis reconstructed from the phase-matched DRRs, called PMRDTS, thus contains the same phase information as the OBDTS reconstructed from the OBPs. The matched phase information leads to similar motion blurriness in both images. As a result, the registration between PMRDTS and OBDTS will be less affected by the motion blurriness, potentially leading to higher tumor localization accuracy.

![Localization scheme of phase-matched DTS: a RDTS is synthesized from the 4D-RCT and registered to the onboard DTS for tumor localization. Each DRR is projected to match the corresponding OBP based on the same respiratory phase and imaging geometry. 4D-RCT indicates 4-dimensional reference computed tomography; DRR, digitally reconstructed radiograph; RDTS, reference digital tomosynthesis; OBP, onboard projection.](10.1177_1533034617705716-fig4){#fig4-1533034617705716}

Combined with the single-view/orthogonal-view setting, in this study, 4 different DTS sets were evaluated and compared for lung tumor localization: single-view conventional digital tomosynthesis (SV-CDTS) without phase-matching, single-view phase-matched digital tomosynthesis (SV-PMDTS), orthogonal-view conventional digital tomosynthesis (OV-CDTS) without phase-matching, and OV-PMDTS. For the conventional DTS technique, the AIP was selected to synthesize conventional RDTS because it provides higher tumor localization accuracy than other 3D RCT sets as evidenced in previous studies.^[@bibr7-1533034617705716]^

Retrospective Patient Study {#section7-1533034617705716}
---------------------------

Fourteen patients with lung cancer were retrospectively enrolled in this study, under a protocol (Pro00058148) approved by the institutional review board at Duke University. No written or verbal consents were needed from the patients since it is a retrospective study with no changes to the clinical workflow. Each patient has one 4D-RCT set, one AIP volume, and one or multiple daily CBCT OBP sets. In total, there are 30 daily CBCT projection sets from the 14 patients. Each OBP contains 512 × 384 pixels (downsampled from 1024 × 768), with each pixel measuring 0.776 × 0.776 mm. The projections were acquired using a gantry rotation speed of 6°/s, with frame rates ranging from 11 to 15 fps. Since it is a retrospective study, no respiratory phases were collected during the acquisitions of these OBPs. For the purpose of phase-matching, we manually tracked the respiratory phases of the OBPs based on the observed respiratory motion peaks.

Onboard digital tomosynthesis images were retrospectively reconstructed by limited-angle projections extracted from these CBCT projection sets, using the clinical gold standard Feldkamp-Davis-Kress (FDK) algorithm.^[@bibr29-1533034617705716]^ For single-view DTS, the projections were extracted from a single direction. For orthogonal-view DTS, the projections were extracted from orthogonal directions and combined together. Conventional RDTS and PMRDTS images were reconstructed using the conventional DRRs projected from the AIP images and using phase-matched DRRs projected from the 4D-RCT sets, respectively.

The 4 different methods: SV-CDTS, SV-PMDTS, OV-CDTS, and OV-PMDTS were evaluated and compared for their tumor localization accuracy, using various total scan angles of 0°, 8°, 15°, and 30°, respectively ([Figure 5](#fig5-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}).

![Different scan angle schemes evaluated in this study: the first row is for single-view DTS and the second row is for orthogonal-view DTS. Note that for the 0° scan, only one projection was acquired. DTS indicates digital tomosynthesis.](10.1177_1533034617705716-fig5){#fig5-1533034617705716}

Preliminary Study of OV-PMDTS Using Intratreatment Aggregated kV and MV Projections {#section8-1533034617705716}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In current clinical settings, the orthogonal-view projections can be sequentially acquired using a single detector. However, the sequential acquisition requires a gantry rotation between the orthogonal directions, which increases the total scan time. An ideal scenario would be acquiring the orthogonally arranged projections concurrently using a dual-source system. Kilovolt energy--based dual-source systems have been proposed with prototypes built,^[@bibr30-1533034617705716],[@bibr31-1533034617705716]^ which are not clinically available yet. However, the dual-source acquisition can still be realized in the current clinical setting, through aggregating kV and MV projections,^[@bibr32-1533034617705716]^ which are naturally orthogonal to each other in current mainstream linear accelerator (LINAC) setting.

In this work, we performed a preliminary study to investigate the feasibility of generating OV-PMDTS using intratreatment aggregated kV and MV projections for target verification during the treatment delivery. As a preliminary study, we used an anthropomorphic thoracic phantom (CIRS 008A, Computerized Imaging Reference Systems, Norfolk, Virginia) to simulate a patient with lung cancer. A 3-cm diameter spherical insert with soft tissue-equivalent density was inserted into the phantom to mimic a lung tumor. The tumor was driven by a motor connected to the phantom to enable sinusoidal respiratory motion of 2-cm amplitude and 5-second period. The 4D-RCT and AIP were acquired for the phantom using a PET-CT scanner (Siemens Biograph mCT, Siemens Medical Solutions, Malvern, Pennsylvania). Based on the AIP image, a 150° dynamic conformal arc plan was designed in Eclipse (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, California; [Figure 6](#fig6-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}).

![The axial CT slice image of the CIRS phantom and the 150° dynamic conformal arc plan designed for treating the target. CIRS indicates computerized imaging reference systems; CT, computed tomography.](10.1177_1533034617705716-fig6){#fig6-1533034617705716}

The DICOM file of the arc plan was exported and converted into extensible markup language (XML), which was readable by the Varian TrueBeam research mode for beam delivery. Both kV and MV imaging sequences were written into the XML file to enable intratreatment imaging. The MV imaging was realized through acquiring beam's eye view (BEV) cine images using the treatment beam's exit fluence during the arc delivery. So no additional imaging dose was introduced by the BEV MV projections.

After treatment planning and XML file programming, the CIRS phantom was placed on the treatment couch and aligned to the planned position using pretreatment CBCT localization. After the alignment, the treatment couch was shifted by known magnitudes (5 mm) along 3 spatial directions, either individually or in combination, to create different intratreatment target positioning deviations. After each couch shift, the planned arc treatment was delivered to the phantom in Varian TrueBeam research mode using the imaging-enabled XML file. The acquired kV and BEV MV projections from each delivery were exported. Similar to the retrospective patient study, each onboard kV projection was downsampled to 512 × 384 pixels, with each pixel measuring 0.776 × 0.776 mm. The BEV MV projections were similarly downsampled to 512 × 384 pixels, with each pixel measuring 0.784 mm × 0.784 mm. The BEV MV projections were subsequently interpolated to the kV projection grids with the same 0.776 mm resolution so they could be aggregated for reconstruction. Similar to the retrospective patient study, manual phase sorting was used to identify the respiratory phase of each projection for the phase-matching purpose.

Due to the energy discrepancy between kV (120 kVp) and MV (6 MV) projections, the intensity range of BEV MV projections was different from that of kV projections. The BEV MV projections cannot be aggregated directly with kV projections for DTS reconstruction. To correct the intensity differences, the BEV MV projections were converted^[@bibr33-1533034617705716]^ to synthesize corresponding kV projections through a fitted linear relationship between kV and MV projection intensity maps. As shown in [Figure 7](#fig7-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}, pretreatment kV and MV projections were acquired for the phantom at the same imaging angle. A region of interest surrounding the target was selected, and its corresponding pixel values within kV and MV projections were used as *y*- and *x*-axis values to derive a linear relationship. The BEV cine MV projections acquired during the arc were then converted to the synthetic kV projections based on the derived linear function.

![Generation of the synthetic kV projections based on a linear relationship derived between kV and MV projection intensities using pretreatment projection pairs. Note that the synthetic kV projection is slightly truncated at the boundary to remove the leakage signal from the multileaf collimator leaves.](10.1177_1533034617705716-fig7){#fig7-1533034617705716}

Detailed image acquisition and OV-PMDTS reconstruction workflow is shown in [Figure 8](#fig8-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}. Similar to the patient study, the 4 different methods: SV-CDTS, SV-PMDTS, OV-CDTS, and OV-PMDTS were evaluated and compared for their tumor localization accuracy, under various total scan angles.

![A, Scheme of incorporating kV imaging and BEV cine MV imaging into plan delivery through the Varian TrueBeam research mode. B, Flowchart of using the aggregated kV and BEV cine MV projections to reconstruct OV-PMDTS for tumor localization. Pretreatment is the stage at which a linear correlation between kV and MV projection intensities is derived using pretreatment kV and MV projections. The linear correlation is then applied to intratreatment BEV cine MV projections to synthesize kV projections. Note that the 2 intratreatment kV projection sets marked by stars are the same projection set duplicated to facilitate scheme drawing. BEV indicates beams' eye view; OV-PMDTS, orthogonal-view phase-matched digital tomosynthesis.](10.1177_1533034617705716-fig8){#fig8-1533034617705716}

In the kV--MV study, the feasibility of continuous tumor tracking by OV-PMDTS is also evaluated. In detail, continuous tumor localizations were performed using DTS images reconstructed by consecutive 10° scan angles throughout the treatment ([Figure 9](#fig9-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}), for the scenario when the tumor was shifted by 5 cm along each of the 3 spatial directions. The OV-PMDTS localization results were compared against those by the SV-PMDTS, the OV-CDTS, and the SV-CDTS techniques. The single-view DTS scans were reconstructed using a 20° scan angle with 10° overlap between consecutive scan angles. A total of 14 consecutive localizations were performed through the 150° arc treatment ([Figure 6](#fig6-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}).

![The scheme for continuous DTS localization in the kV--MV study. A verification point is assessed when the gantry rotates every 10°. For each verification point, the orthogonal-view DTS is reconstructed using 10° kV projections and 10° BEV cine MV projections for tumor localization. BEV indicates beams' eye view; DTS, digital tomosynthesis.](10.1177_1533034617705716-fig9){#fig9-1533034617705716}

Tumor Localization Through Image Registration {#section9-1533034617705716}
---------------------------------------------

Tumor localization requires registrations between the RDTS and OBDTS images. Manual registrations between RDTS and OBDTS for tumor localization are subjective and challenging due to the image blurriness and structure distortions. We used an automatic registration algorithm to register the tumors in RDTS to OBDTS. Specifically, the open-source package-Elastix^[@bibr34-1533034617705716]^ was used for image registration. Elastix is a highly customizable registration package and has been extensively used in many research projects.^[@bibr35-1533034617705716][@bibr36-1533034617705716]--[@bibr37-1533034617705716]^

Using Elastix, shift-only rigid registration was performed for tumor localization based on the mutual information similarity metric. Specifically, we first performed a coarse registration of the whole 3D image volume. Based on the coarse registration, a second registration using a region of interest encompassing the tumor was further performed to fine tune the results.

Evaluation of Tumor Localization Accuracy {#section10-1533034617705716}
-----------------------------------------

For the retrospective patient study, we defined the registered tumor shifts between RCT and onboard CBCT images as the "standard" tumor localization results for reference. A localization error metric was defined to quantitatively compare the registered tumor shifts of each DTS technique to the "standard" localization results of CBCT:
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where *x*, *y*, and *z* are the registered tumor shifts by each DTS technique along the 3 spatial directions;  *x~s~*, *y~s~* and *z~s~* are the corresponding registered tumor shifts by the CBCT technique.

For the kV--MV study, the couch was moved with known shifts to create onboard tumor positioning deviations. Digital tomosynthesis localization errors were calculated as the differences between the registered tumor shifts by the DTS techniques and the known shifts.

Results {#section11-1533034617705716}
=======

Patient Study Using Limited-Angle kV Projections {#section12-1533034617705716}
------------------------------------------------

[Figure 10](#fig10-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"} shows the OBDTS images reconstructed from single-view and orthogonal-view projections for the retrospective patient study. It is evident that the orthogonal-view acquisition substantially improved the depth information, adding valuable information in the coronal view for tumor localization ([Figure 10B vs D](#fig10-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}).

![Patient OBDTS images reconstructed from single-view projections (A and B) and orthogonal-view projections (C and D). The total scan angle (15°) is preserved through splitting it into equal halves (7.5°) for the orthogonal-view acquisition. OBDTS indicates onboard digital tomosynthesis.](10.1177_1533034617705716-fig10){#fig10-1533034617705716}

[Figure 11](#fig11-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"} compares the OBDTS with the conventional RDTS and the PMRDTS. Through respiratory phase-matching, the PMRDTS images showed motion blurriness patterns similar to those of the OBDTS images. In comparison, the respiratory motion information was not preserved during the conventional RDTS synthesis. The tumor regions of the resulting conventional RDTS images mismatched with those of the OBDTS images, introducing additional localization errors. Note that although the scan angle (30°) is relatively large, the OBDTS on the second row only contains 5 respiratory phases around the end-of-expiration phase and presents less motion blurriness. It is caused by the extended breathing cycle length of the patient during the OBDTS acquisition.

![Visual comparison between the OBDTS images, the RDTS images synthesized by the conventional DTS technique, and the RDTS images synthesized by the phase-matched DTS technique. The OBDTS images are reconstructed from single-view 30° projections. Each row shows image sets of a different patient. The left column shows the OBDTS images. The middle column shows the RDTS images synthesized using the conventional DTS technique. The right column shows the RDTS images synthesized using the phase-matched DTS technique. OBDTS indicates onboard digital tomosynthesis; RDTS, reference digital tomosynthesis.](10.1177_1533034617705716-fig11){#fig11-1533034617705716}

[Figure 12](#fig12-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"} compares the tumor localization accuracy (shown as the localization errors relative to CBCT, which were defined in [Equation 1](#disp-formula1-1533034617705716){ref-type="disp-formula"}) between the SV-CDTS, SV-PMDTS, OV-CDTS, and OV-PMDTS techniques for different scan angles. For 0° total scan angle, the average (± standard deviation \[SD\]) localization errors of SV-CDTS, SV-PMDTS, OV-CDTS, and OV-PMDTS were 9.0 (7.7) mm, 7.2 (7.8) mm, 4.7 (2.1) mm, and 3.6 (1.9) mm, respectively. For 8° total scan angle, the corresponding results were 7.0 (6.3) mm, 4.8 (6.5) mm, 4.1 (3.8) mm, and 2.7 (1.4) mm, respectively. For 15° total scan angle, the results were 5.2 (4.1) mm, 2.6 (1.2) mm, 4.0 (6.0) mm and 2.2 (0.9) mm, respectively. For 30° total scan angle, the results were 3.1 (1.4) mm, 2.1 (0.8) mm, 3.0 (3.0) mm, and 1.8 (0.7) mm, respectively.

![Comparison of tumor localization accuracy (relative to CBCT) between different DTS techniques for the retrospective patient study. Each boxplot contained 30 localization results corresponding to the 30 cone-beam projection sets studied for the 14 patients. The localization errors of the DTS techniques were calculated relative to the localization results of CBCT, which were treated as the "standard" for reference. The scan angle shown beside each DTS technique label is either the total scan angle (for single-view DTS) or the halved total scan angle at each orthogonal direction (for orthogonal-view DTS). In each boxplot, the upper edge, the central line, and the lower edge of the box represent the 75 percentile (Q3), median, and 25 percentile (Q1) of the data, respectively. The lower whisker extends to the datum no smaller than  Q1−1.5×(Q3−Q1), and the upper whisker extends to the datum no larger than  Q3+1.5×(Q3−Q1). The "+" in the plots are outliers outside the whiskers. The boxplots make no assumptions of the data distribution and are nonparametric. CBCT indicates cone-beam computed tomography; DTS, digital tomosynthesis.](10.1177_1533034617705716-fig12){#fig12-1533034617705716}

In general, orthogonal-view DTS techniques generated smaller localization errors than single-view DTS techniques. The superiority of orthogonal-view DTS became more evident when the scan angle decreases ([Figure 12D vs C](#fig12-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the DTS techniques with phase-matching provided better tumor localization than conventional DTS techniques without phase-matching. Among the 4 techniques, OV-PMDTS offered the best localization accuracy as it combined the benefits of orthogonal-view acquisition and phase-matching.

Phantom Study Using Intratreatment kV and BEV MV Projections {#section13-1533034617705716}
------------------------------------------------------------

In [Figure 13](#fig13-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}, the first column shows the orthogonal-view OBDTS, and the other 4 columns show the RDTS sets synthesized by different DTS techniques. The OV-PMDTS generated an RDTS image with the target region best matched with that of the OBDTS image. Without phase-matching, the target region generated by the OV-CDTS technique mismatched with that of the OBDTS image. Without the complementary information from the orthogonal-view acquisition, the target regions generated by the SV-PMDTS and SV-CDTS techniques displayed much worse resolution in the coronal view. Note that the RDTS sets generated by the single-view DTS techniques (SV-PMDTS and SV-CDTS) were registered to the single-view OBDTS sets for tumor localization not the orthogonal-view OBDTS shown in [Figure 13](#fig13-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}.

![Comparison between onboard DTS and different RDTS sets generated by different techniques for the kV--MV study. RDTS indicates reference digital tomosynthesis.](10.1177_1533034617705716-fig13){#fig13-1533034617705716}

[Figure 14](#fig14-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"} shows the localization errors of different DTS techniques for the kV--MV study. [Figure 14A](#fig14-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"} shows the localization error boxplots of different DTS techniques with fixed scan directions but varying total scan angles (0°-60°). Combining orthogonal-view acquisition and phase-matching, the OV-PMDTS technique localized the tumor to an average error within 1 mm (0.7 (0.4) mm). On the other hand, [Figure 14B](#fig14-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"} shows the localization errors of different DTS techniques with fixed total scan angles (20°) but varying scan directions (for the continuous localization scheme shown in [Figure 9](#fig9-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}). The 14 evaluated scan directions evenly spread across the whole treatment arc with 10° intervals. For all scan directions, the OV-PMDTS technique localized the tumor to an average (± SD) error of 1.2 (0.6) mm, as compared to 5.9 (3.1) mm of the OV-CDTS technique, 1.8 (0.9) mm of the SV-PMDTS technique, and 4.7 (2.0) mm of the SV-CDTS technique.

![A, Tumor localization error boxplots of different DTS techniques with fixed scan directions but varying total scan angles ranging from 0° to 60° (0°, 5°, 10°, 20°, 40°, and 60°). Each scan angle has 5 localization results, corresponding to 5 onboard tumor deviation scenarios created: no shift, 5 mm shift along the longitudinal direction, 5 mm shift along the vertical direction, 5 mm shift along the lateral direction, and 5 mm shifts along each of the 3 directions. Thus in each boxplots there are 30 data points. B, Tumor localization errors of different DTS techniques with fixed total scan angles (20°) but varying scan directions (each column shows results from a different scan direction). The tumor position was deviated onboard with 5 mm shifts along each of the 3 directions. DTS indicates digital tomosynthesis.](10.1177_1533034617705716-fig14){#fig14-1533034617705716}

Discussion {#section14-1533034617705716}
==========

Due to the lack of the "ground-truth" tumor localization results for the patient study, the localization results of CBCT were used as the "standard" for reference in our study. Cone-beam computed tomography was routinely used for lung tumor localization in clinical practice, of which the accuracy has been verified by multiple studies.^[@bibr38-1533034617705716][@bibr39-1533034617705716]--[@bibr40-1533034617705716]^ The retrospective patient study demonstrated the accuracy of the OV-PMDTS technique in tumor localization, as compared to other DTS techniques ([Figure 12](#fig12-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}). The orthogonal-view acquisition improved the depth information ([Figure 10](#fig10-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}) to enable more accurate tumor localization. The phase-matching successfully incorporated the respiratory motion information into RDTS synthesis, generating PMRDTS images with tumor motion blurriness patterns similar to those of OBDTS images ([Figure 11](#fig11-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}). As a result, the impacts of tumor motion were reduced to enable more accurate localization ([Figure 12](#fig12-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}).

For PMDTS, its localization accuracy is dependent on the scan angle, rather than the number of phases contained.^[@bibr7-1533034617705716]^ The phase-matching technique essentially minimizes the effects of number of phases on the registration accuracy by matching the phases between reference and onboard images. The tumor regions in the OBDTS and RDTS will show similar blurriness patterns, as long as the phases are correctly matched between these 2 DTS sets, regardless of the number of contained phases. In contrast, the magnitude of scan angle is more critical as it directly determines the amount of depth information DTS captures for tumor localization. In this study, we used different magnitudes of scan angles and summarized the results in [Figure 12](#fig12-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}. The minimum arc length needed for accurate tumor localization is dependent on the complexity of the studied object. Real patients ([Figure 12](#fig12-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}) are more complex than the anthropomorphic CIRS phantom ([Figure 14](#fig14-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}), thus they generally require a larger arc length for accurate tumor localization. In general, a 30° arc length is mostly sufficient for accurate localization, which matches our previous findings.^[@bibr7-1533034617705716]^

The preliminary intratreatment tumor localization study using aggregated kV and BEV cine MV projections demonstrated the feasibility of orthogonal-view acquisition using the current clinical LINACs. The use of BEV MV projections ([Figures 7](#fig7-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"} [](#fig8-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}--[9](#fig9-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}) conveniently reduced the total scan time by more than half. It also reduced the total scan dose by half, as the BEV cine MV projections were by-products of the treatment beams and did not introduce additional imaging dose. It should be noted that stretching kV and MV imaging arms out together for orthogonal-view imaging may potentially decrease mechanical clearance as compared to single-view imaging. In this scenario, we can set the electronic portal imaging device and onboard imager at a larger distance from the isocenter, for example, 60 to 70 cm, during imaging acquisition to avoid the mechanical clearance issue. Same as the retrospective patient study, the kV--MV study proved the superiority of OV-PMDTS in tumor localization ([Figure 14](#fig14-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}). As demonstrated by the results shown in [Figure 14B](#fig14-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}, OV-PMDTS can be generated on-the-fly during the actual arc delivery for tumor localization once a limited-angle projection set is acquired, which enables continuous tumor localization throughout the treatment. In comparison, CBCT is incapable of this continuous, fast tumor localization during the treatment, due to the full rotation angle required. The intratreatment verification by DTS allows us to continuously monitor the tumor drift throughout the radiation delivery and interrupt the treatment when the tumor positioning error is larger than the planning target volume margin. This unique advantage of DTS helps us minimize the treatment errors, which is especially important for stereotactic body radiation therapy treatments.^[@bibr41-1533034617705716],[@bibr42-1533034617705716]^ Due to the lack of kV--MV acquisition protocols in the clinical treatment mode, only phantom measurement was performed in our kV--MV study. Future comprehensive evaluations using real patient data are warranted. In addition to tumor localization in conformal arc treatments, the proposed kV--MV localization scheme can also be readily applied towards tumor localization between static 3D/intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) beams.^[@bibr16-1533034617705716]^ For these scenarios, when the gantry rotates from one beam to another, DTS images can be quickly generated using the limited-angle projections acquired during the gantry rotation for tumor localization. Note that although each IMRT beam is modulated with truncated tumor views, the MV fields can be opened up to acquire untruncated views of the tumor during gantry rotation between consecutive IMRT beams. In contrast, for volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) treatments, the views of the tumor will mostly be truncated in the MV projections, as the MV beam aperture is fully constrained by the plan at all gantry angles. In the current study, we evaluated the kV--MV technique on a conformal arc treatment, which is not affected by the issue of tumor view truncations. We conjecture the accuracy of the kV--MV DTS technique with truncated tumor views will be somewhere in between single-view DTS technique using kV projections only, and kV--MV DTS techniques without tumor view truncations, due to partially acquired MV image information. However, future evaluations based on VMAT treatments are warranted to quantitatively evaluate the effects of tumor view truncations. Note that for multiarc VMAT, we can still do kV--MV based DTS localization between consecutive arcs without view truncations.

The 4D-DTS^[@bibr17-1533034617705716][@bibr18-1533034617705716][@bibr19-1533034617705716]--[@bibr20-1533034617705716]^ is a technique that can capture trajectories of moving targets to potentially enable accurate lung tumor localization. However, the 4D-DTS technique needs to acquire over-sampled projections using a slow-gantry acquisition scheme, such that the respiratory-resolved 3D OBDTS images at each phase will not be severely affected by the under-sampling issue. In comparison, our PMDTS technique only needs to acquire a 3D OBDTS for localization using normal gantry rotation speed. Correspondingly, the 4D-DTS technique will take longer acquisition time and increase the scan dose, which is suboptimal as compared to the PMDTS technique, especially for intrafractional verification. Though there is a study^[@bibr20-1533034617705716]^ which acquired 4D-DTS images by using normal gantry rotation speed, it only sorted the projections into 4 respiratory phase bins, instead of the common 10 bins used in other 4D-DTS studies,^[@bibr17-1533034617705716],[@bibr18-1533034617705716]^ or in conventional 4D-CT/4D-CBCT. The 4 phases were used mainly to avoid effects from severe under-sampling in each phase bin, since very limited projections were acquired from the normal-gantry acquisition. However, reducing the number of phases from 10 to 4 will inevitably introduce more intraphase motion blurriness, and lead to potentially less accurate tumor trajectory delineation and tumor localization. To improve the localization accuracy of 4D-DTS, more projections will be needed to reconstruct more phases of 4D-DTS to minimize the effect of intraphase motion blurriness on the registration accuracy. Our previous publications^[@bibr17-1533034617705716],[@bibr18-1533034617705716]^ studied the amount of projections needed in different scenarios. Nonetheless, we acknowledge that comprehensive evaluation and comparison between the PMDTS technique and the 4D-DTS technique are needed before any solid conclusion can be drawn. Such a study is beyond the scope of the current work and will be investigated in the future when sufficient 4D-DTS data become available.

In this pilot study, the DTS localization was performed in an off-line fashion. The whole DTS localization scheme needs to be further accelerated to enable online tumor localization. Currently, 3 factors have slowed the DTS localization process: (1) manual projection phase identification, (2) DTS image reconstruction, and (3) Elastix-based DTS registration. In this study, we manually tracked the diaphragms in the projections for phase-sorting, which was time-consuming. However, for real clinical practice, we can refer to existing phase-tracking techniques based on external surrogates tracking (such as the Varian real-time position management system, the Anzai Belt and the VisionRT system) for real-time phase tracking. Techniques based on internal anatomical features or landmarks can also be used for fast phase identification (such as the Fourier transform based technique,^[@bibr43-1533034617705716]^ the Amsterdam shroud technique^[@bibr44-1533034617705716]^, etc). These approaches can all substantially accelerate the phase-sorting process to enable real-time phase identification. Note that for scenarios where the kV and MV projections are not simultaneously acquired (so they won't share the same phases), the phase identification of MV projections based on anatomical surrogates might be more challenging due to their low contrast. In these scenarios, the external marker-based tracking techniques can be readily applied. Currently, the DTS images were reconstructed using the central processing unit--based FDK algorithm. The DTS reconstruction using limited-angle projections was faster than the CBCT reconstruction but could still take up to 1 minute. Graphics processing unit (GPU)-based FDK reconstruction has already been developed, which enables clinical image reconstruction within 1 second.^[@bibr45-1533034617705716]^ The GPU acceleration can be used to substantially reduce the DTS reconstruction time. The Elastix-based rigid registration currently takes around 3 to 5 minutes for each case. The potential speed-up factor has been reported by other GPU-based studies to be 100×,^[@bibr46-1533034617705716]^ though for a more complicated deformable registration algorithm. Similarly, we can add GPU-based acceleration^[@bibr47-1533034617705716]^ to the current Elastix package to achieve faster image registration. With these potential accelerations, it is promising that the DTS localization can be performed within seconds to meet the current clinical time constraint.

In this study, the Elastix-based registration is fully automatic. There are scenarios in which the registration is trapped at a local optimum, resulting in large errors classified as localization outliers ([Figure 12](#fig12-1533034617705716){ref-type="fig"}). We also noticed similar issues in the phantom-based PMDTS study.^[@bibr7-1533034617705716]^ One solution is to visually verify the results after the automatic registration and apply necessary corrections, however, at the cost of reduced registration efficiency. The registration accuracy may also be improved by using an initial guess, setting bounds on the possible shifts, or using more robust registration algorithms such as the simulated annealing. In addition, the tumor localization in this study was performed through shift-only registration without considering rotations, similar to what is routinely done in clinical practice. The registration of rotation is challenging for DTS image due to its anisotropic resolution distributions. From a dosimetric perspective,^[@bibr48-1533034617705716]^ rotation is less of a concern as compared to translational shifts for radiotherapy of lung cancer. High-quality DTS images reconstructed using advanced techniques, especially those techniques incorporating prior information,^[@bibr6-1533034617705716],[@bibr21-1533034617705716],[@bibr49-1533034617705716][@bibr50-1533034617705716]--[@bibr51-1533034617705716]^ can potentially be used for accurate registrations of rotations. However, these techniques have higher computational cost and longer reconstruction time.

In addition to the 3D--3D DTS registrations performed in this study, we can also perform 2D--2D image registrations using only DRR and OBP pairs (without DTS reconstruction) and combine their results to solve the 3D shifts between the reference 4D-CT and the onboard patient volume. However, the accuracy and efficiency of this approach are limited by several factors, including:

1\. Single 2D projection image usually lacks sufficient soft tissue intensity variations and contrast for accurate registration, especially, when the tumor is overlapped with high-density structures such as bone in the projection image. The large inaccuracy associated with each 2D registration will be propagated and increase the overall registration errors. In contrast, DTS images are reconstructed from the collective information of 2D projections, which presents substantially improved soft tissue contrast to enable direct, more accurate 3D--3D tomographic registration.

2\. When multiple 2D projection pairs are used for registration, triangulations are needed to convert the registered planar shifts into 3D shifts, which might introduce additional errors.

3\. Due to the large errors associated with 2D--2D registrations, multiple iterations are potentially needed to refine the registration results to match with the multiple sets of 2D images overall, leading to an iterative 4D--2D registration problem (4D-CT to 2D projections registration). The DRR regeneration and 2D registration processes involved in each iteration will substantially increase the overall computation time, which is much less efficient than the 3D--3D registration approach.

4\. In addition, for clinicians, the registration of two 3D DTS images will be more convenient and easier than registering multiple 2D image pairs, if manual registration is to be performed.

Conclusion {#section15-1533034617705716}
==========

In conclusion, the retrospective patient study validated the superiority of the OV-PMDTS technique in lung tumor localization over single-view or conventional DTS techniques without phase-matching. The preliminary intratreatment tumor localization study using aggregated kV and BEV cine MV projections also demonstrated the potential of OV-PMDTS for real-time tumor tracking during the treatment delivery. Future studies enrolling a large patient cohort are warranted to further evaluate the robustness of the OV-PMDTS technique and explore its potential for intratreatment verification.
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AIP

:   average intensity projection

BEV

:   beam's eye view

CBCT

:   cone-beam computed tomography

CIRS

:   computerized imaging reference systems

DRR

:   digitally reconstructed radiograph

DTS

:   digital tomosynthesis

FDK

:   Feldkamp-Davis-Kress

GPS

:   global positioning system

GPU

:   graphics processing unit

IMRT

:   intensity-modulated radiation therapy

LINAC

:   linear accelerator

MIP

:   maximum intensity projection

OBDTS

:   onboard digital tomosynthesis

OBP

:   onboard projection

OV-CDTS

:   orthogonal-view conventional digital tomosynthesis

OV-PMDTS

:   orthogonal-view phase-matched digital tomosynthesis

PET-CT

:   positron emission tomography-computed tomography

RCT

:   reference computed tomography

RDTS

:   reference digital tomosynthesis

SV-CDTS

:   single-view conventional digital tomosynthesis

SV-PMDTS

:   single-view phase-matched digital tomosynthesis

VMAT

:   volumetric modulated arc therapy

XML

:   extensible markup language

4D-RCT

:   4-dimensional reference computed tomography
